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The article presents the diﬀerences in energy ﬂow for two human physical models from ISO
10068:2012. The models are compared on the basis of a numerical simulation of energy ﬂow
implemented with MATLAB/simulink software. For purposes of comparison, the dynamics
of the two Human-Tool systems is mathematically modelled and then used to derive their
energy models. The model dynamic structures are fully speciﬁed in order to determine and
compare three kinds of powers. The study revealed diﬀerences between the model characteristics when analysed along diﬀerent directions of vibrations and as a whole.
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1.

Introduction

Every physical model of a system requires a corresponding mathematical model. Developing a
valid mathematical model is essential for purposes of analysing the system behaviour in diﬀerent
conditions (Cannon, 1973; Żółtowski, 2002). The construction of an appropriate model is not an
easy task and should always be preceded by numerous veriﬁcation studies. In an eﬀort to create
more complex models, it is sometimes more practical to take advantage of a model that has
already been veriﬁed and use it as a component of a larger system. This approach may prove
problematic when there is a number of competing models that can be used to describe a given
system and each one is supposed to correctly represent the way the system functions. This is
the kind of problem we are faced with when trying to choose a model representing responses of
the human body to mechanical vibrations (Dobry and Hermann, 2014, 2015).
Research focused on developing discrete models of the human body dates back to the 1970s.
Major contributions in this area were made in the studies by Griﬃn (1990), Meltzer (1981),
Reynolds and Soedel (1972) and many others. Nowadays the impact of vibrations on the human
body can be analysed by selecting one of many existing biomechanical models of the hand or
the hand-arm system (Dobry and Hermann, 2014; Książek, 1996; Rakheja et al., 2002; ISO
10068:1998 and ISO 10068:2012). It is worth pointing out that in order to create a physical
model, and hence a mathematical model of a system, one needs to have a wide knowledge of its
structure and properties as well as relationships and processes that occur within it. It should also
be remembered that a model is, by deﬁnition, a certain idealised or simpliﬁed representation of
reality (Cannon, 1973; Żółtowski, 2002). This is exactly the kind of situation we are facing when
trying to choose a model to analyse theoretically the impact of vibration on the human body.
The available models diﬀer from one another with respect to the number of components included
in their dynamic structure, the kinds of joints and the number of degrees of freedom. This aﬀects
the extent to which the reality is simpliﬁed and the way the components are connected. Figure 1
shows selected structures of human biomechanical models used in the dynamic analysis of the
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impact of local vibrations. What is more, the character and the degree of simpliﬁcation is related
to the knowledge, awareness and needs of the researcher. Finally, it should be added that in this
case all models must presuppose the same characteristic of motion of the model and the real
system.

Fig. 1. Structures of human biomechanical models used to analyze the impact of local vibrations
(Książek, 1996)

Hence, while constructing a model, it is, above all, necessary to ensure the same response of
the model and the real system to the excitation. However, the model should not be determined
only on the basis of the relationship between input and output values or else the system to be
analysed will resemble a black box. As a result, any conclusions drawn from such a model will
most likely be imprecise, especially with respect to the impact of vibrations on the human body.
It can be demonstrated that a system modelled with this approach disregards some unknown
properties. Hence, while the response of the model is important, what also needs to be taken
into account is adequate internal structure of the model. Only this kind of similarity between
the model and the original system can ensure the most accurate information (Żółtowski, 2002).
Consequently, one can ask what distinguishes the models used to analyse the human response
to mechanical vibrations? This question is particularly justiﬁed when one considers that the
relevant standards, ISO 10068:1998 and ISO 10068:2012, contain a number of diﬀerent human
physical models. The fact is that work on the development of new models (ISO 10068:2012) has
been conducted for a few years and presented in numerous publications, e.g. (Dong et al., 2007,
2010, 2013). Models described in the withdrawn standard ISO 10068:1998 have also been veriﬁed
and approved and have been in use all over the world for many years. The facts mentioned above
may help to appreciate the complex nature of modelling and model veriﬁcation and the diﬃculty
faced by those who need to choose one of the available models.
The present article describes an energy method used for comparative assessment of human
physical models, speciﬁcally the Human-Tool model. The application of this procedure facilitates
a comparison of the biomechanical Human-Tool systems (Dobry, 1998, 2001, 2012; Dobry and
Herman, 2014). It is a synchronous method, in which values resulting from the dynamic analysis
are used in real time as the input in the energy analysis. By applying an energy model of the
system, it is possible to switch from the conventional dynamic analysis to the energy analysis
conducted in the domain of energy ﬂow. In the present study, the criterion for assessing the
model validity is the equality of energy phenomena occurring in the dynamic structure during
operation (Dobry, 1998, 2001, 2012; Dobry and Herman, 2014). The aim of the study is to
analyse two models of the Human-Tool system, which are constructed using the physical models
speciﬁed in ISO 10068:2012 – models 1 and 2.
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2.

Energy models of Human-Tool systems

Physical models of the Human-Tool systems are constructed using human dynamic models from
ISO 10068:2012. The models speciﬁed in the standard are discrete models, where speciﬁc points
of reduction are connected by means of spring and damping systems. Basic parameters of the
models are speciﬁed in ISO 10068:2012 – see Table 1 and 2.
The Human-Tool systems in question are constructed by combining human models with tool
models. The purpose of the modelling process is to create a simple model of a person operating
a power tool, e.g. an angle grinder. For this purpose, the energy analysis needs to account for
the tool mass mN , its vibration frequency f and the character of the driving force F (t).
Table 1. Values of dynamic parameters for the model with two points of reduction – model 1
(ISO 10068:2012)
Parameter

Unit

m1k
m2k
k1k
k2k
c1k
c2k

kg
kg
N/m
N/m
N·s/m
N·s/m

k-th direction of vibration
x
y
z
0.5479 0.5374
1.2458
0.0391 0.0100
0.0742
400
400
1000
0
17648
50000
22.5
38.3
108.1
202.6
75.5
142.4

Table 2. Values of dynamic parameters for the model with three points of reduction – model 2
(ISO 10068:2012)
Parameter

Unit

m1k
m2k
m3k
m4k
k1k
k2k
k3k
k4k
c1k
c2k
c3k
c4k

kg
kg
kg
kg
N/m
N/m
N/m
N/m
N·s/m
N·s/m
N·s/m
N·s/m

k-th direction of vibration
x
y
z
0.4129 0.7600
1.1252
0.0736 0.0521
0.0769
0.0163 0.0060
0.0200
0.0100 0.0028
0.0100
400
500
1000
200
100
12000
4000
4907
43635
8000
17943
174542
20.0
28.1
111.5
100
39.7
39.3
144.6
50.7
86.8
79.9
14.3
121.0

In the study, the tool model is limited to one mass mN = 5 kg. To enable comparisons between
the models, it is assumed that a sinusoidally varying driving force F (t) with an amplitude of
200 N acts on the biomechanical systems in every direction. This kind of force is usually generated
in angle grinders due to mechanical wear. The last parameter, namely the vibration frequency,
is set at f = 30 Hz and is taken into account in the driving force. Figure 2 shows the ﬁnal models
of the Human-Tool systems.
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The following step involves development of mathematical models of the dynamic structures
using Lagrange equations of the second kind given by (Cannon, 1973; Żółtowski, 2002)
d  ∂E  ∂E
−
= Qj + QjP + QjR
dt ∂ q̇j
∂qj

j = 1, 2, . . . , s

(2.1)

where E is the kinetic energy of the system, qj – generalized coordinates, q̇j – generalized
velocities, Qj – external active forces, QjP – potential forces, QjR – forces of dissipation, s –
number of degrees of freedom.

Fig. 2. A synthesis of the ISO 10068:2012-based human physical models with the tool model:
(a) model 1 and tool; (b) model 2 and tool (ISO 10068:2012)

The mathematical models of the Human-Tool systems are constructed using generalized
coordinates. Since three directions of vibration are taken into account, it is necessary to formulate
three diﬀerential equations of motion. Hence, a complete analysis of the impact of vibration on
the human body (along the x, y and z axes), requires:
a) for the model with two points of reduction (Fig. 2a) – 6 generalized coordinates and
6 diﬀerential equations of motion, since the model has 2 two points of reduction and
6 degrees of freedom,
b) for the model with three points of reduction (Fig. 2b) – 9 generalized coordinates and 9
diﬀerential equations of motion, since the model has 3 two points of reduction and 9 degrees
of freedom.
Since the models of interest have the same structure in each direction of vibrations, in
accordance with the ISO standard, it is suﬃcient to present 2 general diﬀerential equations of
motion for the model with two points of reduction and 3 general diﬀerential equations of motion
for the model with three points of reduction. The equations for the x, y and z directions can be
obtained by substituting the values of dynamic parameters for each direction, see Table 1 and 2,
and introducing generalized coordinates for this direction.
The ﬁrst step in the formulation of general diﬀerential equations involves introduction of
generalized coordinates. For the model shown in Fig. 2, the following generalized coordinates
are used (Fig. 2a)
j = 1 ⇒ q1k = u1k (t) − displacement of mass m1k in the k-th direction

j = 2 ⇒ q2k = u2k (t) − displacement of mass m2k and mN in the k-th direction,
where mN is the mass of the hand-held power tool for each
direction
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For the combination of the ISO 10068:2012-based model – model 2 and the tool model
(Fig. 2b), the following generalized coordinates are used
j = 1 ⇒ q1k = u1k (t) − displacement of mass m1k in k-th direction
j = 2 ⇒ q2k = u2k (t) − displacement of mass m2k in k-th direction

j = 3 ⇒ q3k = u3k (t) − displacement of mass m3k , m4k and mN in k-th direction

After applying the generalized coordinates deﬁned above, the general mathematical model
of the Human-Tool system (Fig. 2a), can be written down as
j=1
j=2

m1k ü1k + (c1k + c2k )u̇1k + (k1k + k2k )uk − c2k u̇2k − k2k u2k = 0

(m2k + mN )ü2k + c2k u̇2k + k2k u2k − c2k u̇1k − k2k u1k = F0 sin(2πf t)

(2.2)

The general mathematical model of the combined model consisting of the ISO 10068:2012-based model and the tool model (Fig. 2b) is given by three equations
j=1
j=2
j=3

m1k ü1k + (c1k + c2k + c3k )u̇1k + (k1k + k2k + k3k )u1k − c3k u̇3k − k3k u3k
−c2k u̇2k − k2k u2k = 0

m2k ü2k + (c2k + c4k )u̇2k + (k2k + k4k )u2k − c2k u̇1k − k2k u1k − c4k u̇3k
−k4k u3k = 0

(2.3)

(m3k + m4k + mN )ü3k + (c3k + c4k )u̇3k + (k3k + k4k )u3k − c4k u̇2k
−k4k u2k − c3k u̇1k − k3k u1k = F0 sin(2πf t)

General diﬀerential equations of motion (2.2) and (2.3) are used to construct energy models of the Human-Tool systems of interest by applying the First Principle of Energy Flow
in a Mechanical System (Dobry, 1998, 2001, 2012). This approach enables switching from the
conventional dynamic analysis conducted in terms of displacement amplitudes, velocities and
accelerations to the energy analysis in terms of energy ﬂow. The general energy model of the
Human-Tool system with two points of reduction, Fig. 2a, has the following form
j=1

Rt
0

Rt
0

Rt

− |c2k u̇2k u̇1k | dt −
j=2

Rt
0

Rt

|m1k ü1k u̇1k | dt + |(c1k + c2k )u̇21k | dt + |(k1k + k2k )uk u̇1k | dt
0

Rt
0

0

|k2k u2k u̇1k | dt = 0
Rt

(2.4)

Rt

|(m2k + mN )ü2k u̇2k | dt + |c2k u̇22k | dt + |k2k u2k u̇2k | dt
Rt

− |c2k u̇1k u̇2k | dt −
0

Rt
0

0

|k2k u1k u̇2k | dt =

Rt
0

0

|F0 sin(2πf t)u̇2k | dt

The general energy model of the second Human-Tool system, Fig. 2b, is given by
j=1

Rt
0

Rt

|m1k ü1k u̇1k | dt + |(c1k + c2k + c3k )u̇21k | dt +
Rt

0

− |c3k u̇3k u̇1k | dt −
j=2

Rt
0

0

|m2k ü2k u̇2k | dt +
Rt

Rt
0

Rt

0
Rt

|k3k u3k u̇1k | dt −

|(c2k + c4k )u̇22k |

Rt
0

Rt
0

|(k1k + k2k + k3k )u1k u̇1k | dt
Rt

|c2k u̇2k u̇1k | dt − |k2k u2k u̇1k | dt = 0
Rt

0

dt + |(k2k + k4k )u2k u̇2k | dt
0

Rt

Rt

− |c2k u̇1k u̇2k | dt − |k2k u1k u̇2k | dt − |c4k u̇3k u̇2k | dt − |k4k u3k u̇2k | dt = 0
j=3

Rt
0

0

0

Rt

0

0

Rt

(2.5)

|(m3k + m4k + mN )ü3k u̇3k | dt + |(c3k + c4k )u̇23k | dt + |(k3k + k4k )u3k u̇3k | dt
Rt

− |c4k u̇2k u̇3k | dt −
=

0
Rt
0

Rt
0

0

|k4k u2k u̇3k | dt −

|F0 sin(2πf t)u̇3k | dt

Rt
0

0

Rt

|c3k u̇1k u̇3k | dt − |k3k u1k u̇3k | dt
0
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The energy models of two Human-Tool systems (2.4) and (2.5) are solved using a simulation
programme implemented in the MATLAB/simulink software. The simulation time t was 300
seconds. Additionally, integration time steps used in the simulation were set to range from a
maximum of 0.0001 to a minimum of 0.00001 second, with a tolerance of 0.001. Simulation-based
inputs of the energy of inertia, dissipation and elasticity were used to compare the models. The
models were regarded as comparable when the inputs of respective types of energy were equal.
3.

Energy comparison of the human-tool systems

On the basis of the First Principle of Energy Flow in a Mechanical System (Dobry, 1998, 2001,
2012) it is possible to determine the precise amounts of the three kinds of energy for each HumanTool system. Energy inputs of inertia, dissipation and elasticity can be obtained by integrating
the absolute values of dynamic forces. In this particular case, these are simply sums in which
the absolute values of speciﬁc types of power are integrated within simulation time equal to 300
seconds.
For the Human-Tool system based on the model with three points of reduction from ISO
10068:2012 – Fig. 2b, the energy inputs are calculated using the following formulas:
a) energy of inertia for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]
Zt

E3k−INE =

|m1k ü1k u̇1k | dt +

0

Zt
0

|m2k ü2k u̇2k | dt +

Zt
0

|(m3k + m4k + mN )ü3k u̇3k | dt

(3.1)

b) energy of dissipation for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]
E3k−DIS =

Zt
0

|(c1k + c2k +

c3k )u̇21k |

dt +

Zt
0

|(c2k + c4k )u̇22k |

dt +

Zt
0

|(c3k + c4k )u̇23k | dt

(3.2)

c) energy of elasticity for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]
Zt

E3k−ELA =

0

+

Zt
0

|(k1k + k2k + k3k )u1k u̇1k | dt +

Zt
0

|(k2k + k4k )u2k u̇2k | dt
(3.3)

|(k3k + k4k )u3k u̇3k | dt

For the second Human-Tool system – Fig. 2a, the following formulas are derived to calculate:
a) energy of inertia for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]
Zt

E2k−INE =

|m1k ü1k u̇1k | dt +

0

Zt
0

|(m2k + mN )ü2k u̇2k | dt

(3.4)

b) energy of dissipation for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]
E2k−DIS =

Zt
0

|(c1k + c2k )u̇21k |

dt +

Zt
0

|c2k u̇22k | dt

(3.5)

c) energy of elasticity for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]
E2k−ELA =

Zt
0

|(k1k + k2k )u1k u̇1k | dt +

Zt
0

|k2k u2k u̇2k | dt

(3.6)
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Table 3 presents the amounts of three types of energy, the combined energy input in each
direction and the total energy input for the two Human-Tool systems of interest.
Table 3. Energy ﬂow in the models of the Human-Tool systems
Model
Direction
inertia EINE (t) [J]
Energy
dissipation EDIS (t) [J]
input of
elasticity EELA (t) [J]
Energy input – in one direction [J]
Total energy input [J]

Model 1
2 points of reduction
x
y
z
3749 4211 4406
2047 1266 2669
5
813
2226
5801 6290 9301
21392

Model 2
3 points of reduction
x
y
z
3782 4078
4309
3591 1195
3967
486
1107
8950
7859 6380 17226
31465

Using the values obtained by applying the energy method, it is possible to compare the two
models from ISO 10068:2012. Figure 3 shows the percentages of the three kinds of energy in the
two models in three directions. The percentages are calculated as ratios of energy kinds for the
model with 3 points of reduction to their corresponding values for the model with 2 points of
reduction. The relation can be written as
DK =

E3k−X
· 100%
E2k−X

(3.7)

where: E3k−X – energy input of inertia, dissipation and elasticity in the whole system, calculated
as a sum of energy inputs from all points of reduction and obtained by adopting model 2 with
three points of reduction – expressed in [J], E2k−X – energy input of inertia, dissipation and
elasticity in the whole system, calculated as a sum of energy inputs from all points of reduction
and obtained by adopting model 1 with two points of reduction – expressed in [J].
A value exceeding 100% means that the energy input in model b is higher than in model a
– see Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Energy diﬀerence between the models depending on the direction of vibrations

The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate a lack of similarity between the models. The degree
of similarity depends on two factors. The ﬁrst one is the kind of energy. In this respect, the
diﬀerences between the models range from:
• energy of inertia – between 1 and 3%,

• energy of dissipation – between 6 and 75%,

• energy of elasticity – between 36 and 9620%.
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It should be noted that the 96-fold underestimation of the energy of elasticity evidently results
from the model structure. With respect to the model with two points of reduction (Fig. 2a), the
structure along the x direction of vibrations diﬀers from the structure along the other directions.
The authors of the model choose not to account for elasticity along this direction – denoted as k2x
(Table 1). The value of the dynamic parameter for this element equals 0, which contributes to
model simpliﬁcation and results in a considerably lower ﬂow of energy through the model.
This fact does not aﬀect the order of energy kinds in terms of the degree of similarity between
the models, which is the same in all directions, with the highest level of equivalence for the energy
of inertia, followed by the energy of dissipation and the lowest for the energy of elasticity.
The second factor which aﬀects the degree of similarity is the direction of vibrations. The
highest level of equivalence between the models is observed in the y direction – Fig. 3. In this
case, diﬀerences in energy inputs between the levels are 3% for inertia, 6% for dissipation and
36% for elasticity.
For other directions, the order is not so consistent. In terms of the kind of energy, there is
clearly more similarity between the models along the z direction than in the x direction.
The next aspect of the analysis is related to the combined energy input along one direction. If
one looks only at the directional ﬂow of the combined energy input consisting of the three kinds
of energy, the resulting order is reverse. Figure 4 shows the percentage diﬀerence in combined
energy inputs along the three directions between the two models.

Fig. 4. The inﬂuence of the direction of vibrations on the increase in combined energy input
along one direction

The two models of interest can also be analysed in terms of total energy input, which is
calculated by summing up the directional ﬂows for each model. From this point of view, the
ﬂow of energy in the model with three points of reduction is higher by 47% compared with the
model with two points of reduction, see Table 3. This means that the human model chosen in the
analysis plays a crucial role in determining the level of protection that is intended for the human
operator of hand-held power tools: the technical standards that must be met by hand-held tools
are signiﬁcantly higher when the assessment of the impact of vibrations is based on the model
with three points of reduction (Fig. 2b) compared to those based on the model with two points
of reduction (Fig. 2a).
If we assume the acceptable tolerance between the models of no more than 5%, we considerably limit the extent to which the two models can be used interchangeably. With such a
margin of error, the only aspect of the two models that can be regarded as comparable is the
energy of inertia, see Fig. 3. Consequently, the models are not energy equivalent and can yield
incomparable results in the theoretical analysis of the impact of vibrations on the human body.
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4.

Conclusions

Based on the above energy comparison of the Human-Tool models, we must conclude that the
two models display considerable diﬀerences in terms of the similarity criterion, which is the
equivalence between the predicted values of the three kinds of energy. The simulation results
reveal the highest degree of similarity with respect to the energy of inertia (Fig. 3) with a
diﬀerence of no more than 3%. There is no similarity in terms of the energy of dissipation or
elasticity.
The diﬀerences are also manifested in the energy levels predicted by the models along the
x, y and z directions (Fig. 4). In this case, the highest degree of equivalence can be observed
along the y direction, with a diﬀerence of only 1%. It should be remembered, however, that the
models are characterised by diﬀerent internal structures. It can therefore be concluded that it
is the internal structure of the models that directly aﬀects the level of equivalence between the
three kinds of energy. It is also worth pointing out that for both models the highest energy input
can be observed along the z direction, which is shown in Table 3. This suggests that it is the
most crucial direction from the point of view of the impact of vibrations of the human body.
When analysed in terms of total energy input along the three directions, the models diﬀer
from each other by as much as 47%. This means that the ISO 10068:2012 model with three
points of reduction, see Fig. 2b, used in the theoretical study of the impact of vibrations on the
human body will result in raising the technical requirements used in the assessment of power
tools, which has to do with the increased ﬂow of energy predicted by this model. It can be
expected that the use of this model in the energy assessment of power tools will increase the
requirements concerning their vibroisolation.
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